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Electronic portal imaging devices �EPIDs� based on indirect detection, active matrix flat panel
imagers �AMFPIs� have become the technology of choice for geometric verification of patient
localization and dose delivery in external beam radiotherapy. However, current AMFPI EPIDs,
which are based on powdered-phosphor screens, make use of only �2% of the incident radiation,
thus severely limiting their imaging performance as quantified by the detective quantum efficiency
�DQE� ��1%, compared to �75% for kilovoltage AMFPIs�. With the rapidly increasing adoption
of image-guided techniques in virtually every aspect of radiotherapy, there exist strong incentives to
develop high-DQE megavoltage x-ray imagers, capable of providing soft-tissue contrast at very low
doses in megavoltage tomographic and, potentially, projection imaging. In this work we present a
systematic theoretical and preliminary empirical evaluation of a promising, high-quantum-
efficiency, megavoltage x-ray detector design based on a two-dimensional matrix of thick, optically
isolated, crystalline scintillator elements. The detector is coupled with an indirect detection-based
active matrix array, with the center-to-center spacing of the crystalline elements chosen to match the
pitch of the underlying array pixels. Such a design enables the utilization of a significantly larger
fraction of the incident radiation �up to 80% for a 6 MV beam�, through increases in the thickness
of the crystalline elements, without loss of spatial resolution due to the spread of optical photons.
Radiation damage studies were performed on test samples of two candidate scintillator materials,
CsI�Tl� and BGO, under conditions relevant to radiotherapy imaging. A detailed Monte Carlo-based
study was performed in order to examine the signal, spatial spreading, and noise properties of the
absorbed energy for several segmented detector configurations. Parameters studied included scin-
tillator material, septal wall material, detector thickness, and the thickness of the septal walls. The
results of the Monte Carlo simulations were used to estimate the upper limits of the modulation
transfer function, noise power spectrum and the DQE for a select number of configurations. An
exploratory, small-area prototype segmented detector was fabricated by infusing crystalline CsI�Tl�
in a 2 mm thick tungsten matrix, and the signal response was measured under radiotherapy imaging
conditions. Results from the radiation damage studies showed that both CsI�Tl� and BGO exhibited
less than �15% reduction in light output after 2500 cGy equivalent dose. The prototype CsI�Tl�
segmented detector exhibited high uniformity, but a lower-than-expected magnitude of signal re-
sponse. Finally, results from Monte Carlo studies strongly indicate that high scintillator-fill-factor
configurations, incorporating high-density scintillator and septal wall materials, could achieve up to
50 times higher DQE compared to current AMFPI EPIDs. © 2005 American Association of Physi-
cists in Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.2008407�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Portal imaging is one of the primary techniques for perform-
ing geometric verification of patient localization and dose
delivery in external beam radiotherapy. In recent years, the
effectiveness and, consequently, the frequency of portal im-

aging has been greatly accelerated by the rapid clinical adop-
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tion of active matrix flat panel imager �AMFPI�-based elec-
tronic portal imaging devices �EPIDs�.1 These devices have
replaced the previous gold standard, portal film, by providing
significantly improved image quality, as well as all the ad-
vantages of an inherently digital, area-detection
technology.2,3 However, recent advances in radiation therapy

are placing ever-greater demands on the imaging perfor-
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mance of AMFPI EPIDs. For example, the trend toward in-
creasingly conformal treatment plans requires very accurate
patient positioning, and therefore high-quality portal images.
Furthermore, the increasing clinical implementation of
intensity-modulated radiotherapy, which requires frequent
�even daily� imaging, and investigations of megavoltage
computed tomography �MVCT�, which requires multiple
projections, necessitate that high image quality be main-
tained even at very low doses.

Current AMFPI technology faces significant challenges in
meeting these requirements. To date, all commercially avail-
able AMFPI EPID systems are based on indirect detection of
the incident radiation, using a metal plate+phosphor screen
combination for the conversion of x rays into light photons.
Studies have shown that the imaging performance of these
systems is x-ray quantum limited.4,5 Thus, further improve-
ments in imaging performance can be achieved primarily
through increasing the x-ray quantum efficiency �QE� of the
detector used in the imager. However, imagers based on a
conventional phosphor screen detector face a severe tradeoff
between x-ray quantum efficiency �which increases with in-
creasing screen thickness� and spatial resolution �which de-
creases with increasing screen thickness�.6 As a result of this
tradeoff, current AMFPI systems detect only �2% of the
incident radiation,1 thus significantly limiting their imaging
performance, as characterized by the detective quantum effi-
ciency �DQE�. For example, the zero-frequency DQE of cur-
rent AMFPI EPIDs is �1%,5,7 compared to �50% to 75%
for diagnostic AMFPIs.8–11

There have been several efforts to incorporate high-QE
detectors in AMFPI12–14 and non-AMFPI15–22 EPIDs. These
studies have indicated that, through novel designs, it is pos-
sible to increase the DQE up to at least an order of magni-
tude higher than current devices. Such high-performance
EPIDs would be capable of providing soft tissue contrast at
megavoltage energies at low doses.13 While this contrast may
not be as high as that obtained at kilovolt �kV� energies,23 it
is likely to be sufficient for the visualization of soft-tissue
structures in megavoltage images.13,24,25 The ability to delin-
eate soft tissue could potentially reduce the need to use sur-
rogates such as bony landmarks. This in turn would help
avoid errors due to organ motion, which has been reported to
be a significant effect during radiotherapy.26 Furthermore,
recent studies involving a high QE ��30% � xenon-based
detector have demonstrated that MVCT images exhibiting
soft tissue contrast can be obtained at doses as low as
�2 cGy–values comparable to those used for diagnostic
�i.e., kV� CT.25

Among the various strategies that are being explored to
improve the QE of portal imagers, one of the more promising
in the context of AMFPI-based EPIDs, is the development of
two-dimensional �2D� matrices of thick, optically isolated
converter elements made of scintillating phosphors or scin-
tillating crystals. In a previous study, we have examined the
use of segmented phosphors for megavoltage imaging.27 In
the case of segmented crystalline scintillators, preliminary

investigations of CsI�Tl�-based 2D matrices for megavoltage
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x-ray imaging have been reported by Mosleh-Shirazi et al.
using a TV-camera-based EPID18,28 and, more recently, by
Seppi et al. using an AMFPI EPID.13

In this paper, we present a systematic investigation of the
feasibility and the inherent imaging performance of seg-
mented crystalline scintillator-based detectors for megavolt-
age imaging. Various design considerations in the develop-
ment of such detectors are examined. Radiation damage
studies under radiotherapy conditions on test samples of two
candidate scintillator materials, �CsI�Tl�, 4.51g/cm3� and
Bi4Ge3O12 �BGO, 7.13 g/cm3�, are presented. These are fol-
lowed by the results of a Monte Carlo-based study of the
signal, spatial spreading and noise properties of the absorbed
energy for various segmented detector configurations. These
studies have been performed with respect to various design
parameters such as scintillator material and height, and the
thickness and material of the septa used for optical isolation.
The results from the Monte Carlo studies are used to esti-
mate the upper limits of DQE performance. Note that, in
order to obtain a complete performance characterization for a
segmented detector, it is also necessary to perform detailed
modeling of the optical transport within the scintillator ele-
ments. However, such optical modeling is beyond the scope
of the present study. Finally, we present preliminary empiri-
cal results on the signal response under radiotherapy condi-
tions for an exploratory prototype detector, which consists of
crystalline CsI�Tl� infused in a 2 mm thick tungsten matrix.

II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

A. Segmented scintillator concept

The use of a 2D matrix of optically isolated scintillator
elements helps to circumvent the tradeoff between detector
thickness �and therefore QE� and spatial resolution for an
indirect detection-based x-ray converter. Figure 1 shows a
schematic cross-sectional view of an idealized segmented de-
tector coupled to an indirect detection-based active matrix
array. The detector consists of optically isolated crystalline
scintillator elements that are dimensionally matched �i.e., the
center-to-center spacing of the scintillator elements equals

FIG. 1. Schematic cross-sectional view of an idealized indirect detection
megavoltage AMFPI incorporating a focused segmented detector coupled to
an active matrix flat-panel array.
the pixel pitch of the array�, and registered to the pixels of
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the underlying active matrix array. �A related approach in-
volves the growth of needle-like structures of CsI�Tl�, which
serve as light guides, on the active matrix array. However,
the CsI�Tl� needles exhibit significant optical crosstalk,
which increases with detector thickness.29,30 Consequently,
the tallest reported structures used for therapy imaging are
�0.8 mm,24 and are capable of yielding only marginal im-
provement in QE.� For thicker segmented detectors, on the
order of 10 mm or more, the elements should, ideally, be
“focused” toward the x-ray source so as to avoid spatial reso-
lution at field boundaries due to off-axis x rays—an effect
that may become increasingly important for large-area fields.
Under ideal conditions of registration and optical coupling
between the detector and the active matrix array, along with
complete optical isolation of the scintillator elements, the
thickness �and thereby, the QE� of such a detector can be
increased without loss in spatial resolution due to the spread
of optical photons. Note that, in the present work, we will
concentrate only on “non-focused” detectors, in order to sim-
plify the study of the inherent imaging properties of various
detector configurations.

B. Analysis techniques for performance
characterization of segmented detectors

Fourier-based metrics such as the modulation transfer
function �MTF� and Wiener noise power spectrum �NPS�
were originally developed, and have been widely used, for
the characterization of linear �or linearizable�, spatially in-
variant, and wide-sense stationary imaging systems. Most
digital-imaging technologies do not meet these requirements.
However, Fourier methods can be used to describe the “pre-
sampling” MTF which correctly describes the resolution
characteristics of a digital system—with the exception of
aliasing issues that become increasingly important as the fea-
ture size of the object being imaged approaches that of the
pixel spacing of the imager.31–33 Fourier methods can also be
used to describe the NPS of wide-sense cyclostationary pro-
cesses, which require the mean and autocorrelation to be
periodic.34,35 These conditions are satisfied for digital sys-
tems in which the mean and autocovariance are invariant to
shifts of an integer number of detector elements �i.e., wide-
sense stationary in “discrete” space�.32

It is interesting to note that �see the Appendix� these con-
cepts also apply to segmented detector-based imaging sys-
tems such as those described in this paper and elsewhere,27

even though the segmented detector has a distinctly shift-
variant response. This is true as long as the segmented de-
tector response is invariant with respect to shifts of integral
multiples of the element spacing and the elements are regis-
tered to the photodiode array elements. In the absence of
such registration, Fourier methods should be used with
caution.36

C. Design considerations

The practical implementation of the segmented detector
concept requires careful consideration and optimization of

several design parameters such as scintillator material, detec-
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tor height, and the material, and thickness of the septa used
for optical isolation. These parameters impact the energy ab-
sorption and the optical transport properties of the detector,
both of which are important determinants of imaging perfor-
mance. However, in this study, we will examine the above-
mentioned design parameters primarily with respect to their
effect on the energy absorption properties, and thereby, the
signal and noise transfer characteristics of a detector.

In this work, a “DQE-based” approach is adopted toward
optimizing detector design. Frequency-dependent DQE is a
widely accepted metric of x-ray imaging performance, and
can be expressed as follows:32,37

DQE�u� =
q0 � G2 � Tsys

2 �u�
Ssys�u�

, �1�

where u represents the independent spatial frequency vari-
able, q0 is the total number of incident quanta per unit area,
G is the system gain, Tsys�u� and Ssys�u� are the MTF and
NPS, which characterize the spatial resolution and the noise
transfer properties of the imaging system, respectively. DQE
can also be expressed as the ratio of the squared output
signal-to-noise ratio �SNR� to the squared input SNR.38 It is
useful to represent an imaging system as a cascade of lin-
early coupled stages.39,40 In such a view, the input signal and
noise are transferred through each stage via amplifying
and/or scattering processes, with the output of each stage
serving as input to the next stage. From this description it is
clear that, in order to maximize the SNR transfer efficiency
�and therefore, the DQE� of the entire imaging system, it is
necessary to optimize SNR transfer within the detector. In
the context of this paper, we shall refer to the squared SNR
transfer efficiency of the detector up to the energy absorption
stage as the intrinsic detector DQE �DQEID�. The remainder
of this section describes the various design parameters with
respect to their potential impact on DQEID.

1. Scintillator: Material and thickness

In an indirect detection-based AMFPI, a scintillator serves
to detect the incident radiation and generate light photons,
which are detected by the underlying active matrix light-
sensor array. It can be seen from Eq. �1� that, in order to
maximize the DQEID, the scintillator should exhibit high
gain while simultaneously minimizing the spread of ab-
sorbed energy in order to maintain adequate spatial resolu-
tion. The gain of a scintillator is the product of its x-ray
quantum efficiency �QE�, the average number of light pho-
tons generated per x-ray interaction, and the average prob-
ability of a light photon exiting from the array side of the
scintillator.

For x-ray-quantum-limited systems such as megavoltage
AMFPIs, the component of gain that serves to improve the
DQE is the quantum efficiency of the detector. For a given
scintillator material, the detector thickness is a direct deter-
minant of the x-ray quantum efficiency, i.e., the QE increases
with thickness. However, a thicker scintillator also provides
longer paths for the lateral spread of secondary electrons and

x-ray photons, resulting in a loss of spatial resolution. While
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this effect is conceptually similar to the tradeoff between
detector thickness and spatial resolution due to optical
spread, the loss of spatial resolution due to secondary radia-
tion becomes significant only at much higher values of de-
tector thickness �a few centimeters for crystalline scintilla-
tors compared to a few hundred microns for powdered
phosphors�.41 In order to achieve high QE while minimizing
the spread of secondary radiation, it is useful to consider
high-density and high-atomic number scintillators. Such ma-
terials not only detect a larger fraction of the incident radia-
tion, but are also likely to reduce the lateral spread of sec-
ondary electrons and photons.41

It is also highly desirable that the scintillator exhibits ad-
equate light output as well as good optical transmission prop-
erties in order to ensure a sufficiently high optical gain �i.e.,
the number of light photons detected by the active matrix
array, per interacting x ray� so as to maintain x-ray-quantum-
limited operation of the imaging system. Moreover, good
optical transmission is also important in minimizing depth
dependence of the optical gain—an effect that may cause
significant reduction of the DQE due to increased optical
Swank noise.27 Finally, the scintillator should exhibit good
resistance to the high doses of radiation that are encountered
in radiotherapy imaging. Such high doses diminish the light
output of a scintillator primarily due to the formation of
“color centers.”42,43 As a result, the scintillator exhibits
higher attenuation of certain wavelengths of light. In addi-
tion, very high doses also cause damage to the scintillation
mechanism of the crystal, resulting in fewer light photons
being generated per interacting x-ray photon.42,43 Thus, in
order to maintain x-ray-quantum-limited operation of the im-
ager over several years of clinical use, a high degree of tol-
erance to radiation damage is desirable.

2. Septa: Material and thickness

The primary function of the septa is to confine light in a
scintillator element so that the optical photons generated as a
result of x-ray interactions within a given element reach only
the underlying array pixel. Toward achieving this goal, it is
desirable that the septa be opaque, in order to avoid optical
cross talk between adjacent elements, and highly reflective,
so that a very large fraction of the light that is generated
within an element is directed toward the underlying array
pixel. The septa may be fabricated from low-density materi-
als like epoxies or polymers, or from high-density materials
like copper, tungsten, or alloys. In the case of low-density
septa, in addition to the requirements of opacity and reflec-
tivity stated above, it is desirable that the septa be as thin as
mechanically feasible. Thinner septa ensure higher “fill-
factor” for the scintillator, which in turn results in a larger
fraction of the incident x rays being detected.

The situation is somewhat more complex in the case of
high-density septa. On the one hand, such structures can
serve a function analogous to that of the copper build-up
plate, i.e., the septa detect a fraction of the incident radiation
and generate secondary electrons and photons that escape

into the surrounding scintillator elements, thereby enhancing
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the detector QE. On the other hand, secondary electrons and
photons produced within a given septal wall may be ab-
sorbed by multiple, adjacent scintillator elements, thus de-
grading the spatial resolution. As is the case for low-density
septa, thicker high-density septa will decrease the scintillator
fill factor, although some of this decrease may be compen-
sated by the localized build-up effect described above. Simi-
lary, the loss in resolution due to increased scatter caused by
secondary electrons and photons generated within the septa
may be countered by the fact that thicker, denser septal walls
will be better at limiting the spread of absorbed energy
within the scintillator. In the context of these competing ef-
fects, it is therefore necessary to carefully optimize the thick-
ness and density of septa in order to achieve good detector
performance.

III. METHODS

Empirical and theoretical studies were performed on two
candidate scintillator materials CsI�Tl� and BGO in order to
investigate the feasibility of segmented scintillator-based de-
tectors for therapy imaging, and identify configurations that
yield optimal performance. The studies consisted of radiation
damage experiments, a Monte Carlo-based theoretical ex-
amination of 100 different segmented detector configura-
tions, and measurements of signal response under radio-
therapy conditions for an exploratory prototype segmented
detector.

A. Radiation damage

As discussed in Sec. II C 1, scintillators used in seg-
mented detectors should exhibit a high degree of radiation
damage resistance over a dose range that is consistent with
several years of operation of the imager. Both of the scintil-
lators examined in the present study have been shown to
exhibit large variations in resistance to radiation damage,
depending on the manufacturer, presence of impurities, irra-
diation conditions, etc. For example, various studies indicate
that BGO exhibits between 3.5% and 20% decrease in light
output after �104 Gy absorbed dose.44–47 Similarly, the light
output of CsI�Tl� has been reported to decrease between 7%
to 25% after �104 Gy.43,48–52 �For both materials, the above
values correspond to the highest quality samples examined in
each study.� In order to characterize the radiation damage
under irradiation conditions representative of those encoun-
tered in radiotherapy imaging, studies were performed on
CsI�Tl� and BGO samples using a 6 MV photon beam from
a radiotherapy linear accelerator. The relative change in light
output was determined as a function of dose. Two sets of
scintillator samples were used—an irradiated set and a con-
trol set. Each set consisted of one CsI�Tl� �20�17
�14 mm3� and one BGO �30�6�6 mm3� crystal. For each
scintillator, the samples were obtained from the same single
crystal block and are therefore assumed to have identical

properties.
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1. Irradiation

The irradiated sample set was inserted into dimensionally
matched cavities created in the center of a 20�20�3 cm3

acrylic slab. The samples were placed horizontally �i.e., with
the longest dimension perpendicular to the beam direction�
into the cavities and the slab was sandwiched between two
other acrylic slabs—one 2.7 cm thick, placed on the near
side of the x-ray source to provide buildup and another,
4.5 cm thick, placed on the far side of the source to provide
backscatter. The combination of the three slabs was placed in
close proximity to the treatment window of a Varian 21-EX
linear accelerator �linac�. In this setup, the samples were lo-
cated at a source-to-detector distance �SDD� of 56.8 cm
�measured from the source to the sample surface nearer to
the x-ray side�. The field size was adjusted to 10�10 cm2 at
the isocenter. Irradiations were performed with a 6 MV pho-
ton beam on a weekly basis for five weeks, in order to de-
liver a cumulative equivalent dose of 2500 Gy, where we
define equivalent dose as the dose absorbed by water, instead
of the crystal, in an identical setup placed at a SDD of
130 cm �corresponding to a typical clinical imaging dis-
tance�.

2. Sensitivity measurements

The effect of radiation damage on the two crystalline ma-
terials was determined by measuring the change in the x-ray
sensitivity �light output per unit incident radiation� of the
irradiated samples relative to that of the control samples.
Sensitivity measurements were performed on the control and
the irradiated samples before and immediately after each ir-
radiation. The samples were inserted vertically into cavities
created in the center of a 25�25�4 cm3, black, foam block
such that only one side of each sample was visible. The
block was placed on a 512�512 pixel, 508 �m pitch, indi-
rect detection array, Cyclops-II, previously developed for
megavoltage imaging applications,2,5 with the open side of
the crystals in direct contact with the array pixels. The array
was placed at a SDD of 130 cm, with a field size of 10
�10 cm2 at the isocenter. Each measurement was obtained
from the same set of array pixels, thus eliminating any dis-
crepancies due to inter-pixel gain variations. In addition,
each set of measurements on the irradiated samples was pre-
ceded by corresponding measurements on the control
samples, in order to eliminate any effects of daily/weekly
variations in linac output and also to compensate for any
change in light output of the irradiated samples due to radia-
tion absorbed during the course of the sensitivity measure-
ments. Light output from the crystals was measured as a
function of the number of beam pulses delivered, and the
x-ray sensitivity was calculated from the slope of this re-
sponse characteristic. The sensitivity value from each irradi-
ated crystal was normalized with respect to that obtained

from the corresponding control.
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B. Monte Carlo studies

As discussed in Sec. II C, the imaging performance of a
segmented detector is determined by a number of design
parameters. The effect of parameters such as scintillator ma-
terial and thickness, and septal material and thickness, was
studied through Monte Carlo simulations using the EGSnrc

Monte Carlo code53 and the DOSXYZnrc user code.54 A variety
of segmented detector configurations were examined with
respect to the signal, spatial resolution, and noise properties
of the x-ray energy absorbed in each detector. All simulations
were performed using a 6 MV photon spectrum correspond-
ing to a Varian linac.55 The ECUT and PCUT parameters,
which determine the cut-off energies for electron and photon
transport, were specified as 0.521 MeV �corresponding to a
kinetic energy of 0.01 MeV� and 0.005 MeV, respectively.
For each simulation, the detector was configured with an
overlying 1 mm thick, Cu plate, corresponding to the
build-up plate used in commercially available AMFPI
EPIDs.1 The complex geometry of the segmented detector,
required as input to the DOSXYZNRC program, was created
using an in-house MATLAB routine that allows the user to
specify various parameters such as external dimensions of
the detector, size of the scintillator elements, septal thick-
ness, etc. Calculations were performed in order to determine
the energy deposited in the scintillator elements of the seg-
mented detector and not the septal walls. �While the septa do
affect the energy deposition within the scintillator elements,
they do not generate optical photons.� For all configurations,
the voxel pitch was chosen to be 508 �m—equal to the pixel
pitch of the Cyclops-II array.2

1. Signal

In the context of the Monte Carlo simulations presented in
this work, signal is defined as the amount of energy �in
joules� deposited per detector element. The average amount
of energy deposited per detector element was estimated for
100 different detector configurations based on combinations
of two scintillator materials �CsI�Tl� or BGO�, high or low
density septa �tungsten or polystyrene, respectively�, five
scintillator thicknesses �ranging from 5 to 40 mm� and five
septal wall thicknesses �from 50 to 250 �m�. The segmented
detector was modeled as a matrix of 200�200 voxels, where
each voxel consisted of a scintillator element surrounded by
septal walls on four sides. Energy was deposited in the de-
tector elements by a 10�10 cm2, parallel, photon beam, per-
pendicularly incident on the X-Y plane of the detector. A total
of 20 million photon histories were used for each detector
configuration, and the average energy deposited in a scintil-
lator element was computed from the mean of the values
obtained from the central 100�100 elements. The large
number of histories, along with the summing of the values in
the central elements, resulted in statistical uncertainties of

less than 1%.
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2. Presampling modulation transfer function „MTF…

An upper limit to the spatial resolution of a segmented
detector is defined by the product of the MTF corresponding
to the spread of the absorbed energy and the sinc function
corresponding to the dimensions of each optically isolated
scintillator element. In the present work, this product shall be
referred to as the presampling intrinsic detector MTF
�MTFID�, as it represents the inherent spatial resolution of a
segmented detector configuration for a given input energy
spectrum. The MTFID was determined for several detector
configurations through a Monte Carlo calculation that emu-
lated the angled slit technique56—a method widely used to
determine the presampled MTF for digital imaging
systems.37 A detailed discussion on the determination and
interpretation of the line spread function �LSF� and presam-
pling MTF for a segmented detector can be found in the
appendix of this paper.

The simulation geometry consisted of a 30�0.0004 cm2

photon beam �using 90 million histories�, perpendicularly in-
cident on the X-Y plane of the segmented detector, at an
angle of 0.3° with respect to one of the axes. The segmented
detector consisted of 600�600 voxels, corresponding to an
area of �30�30 cm2. Simulations were performed for 10
and 40 mm thick BGO and CsI�Tl� scintillators, incorporat-
ing 50 �m thick, high-density �tungsten� and low-density
�polystyrene� septal walls. In addition, in the case of the
40 mm thick CsI and BGO scintillators, simulations were
also performed for configurations incorporating thicker �100
and 150 �m� tungsten walls. In each case, the line spread
function �LSF� was calculated and the magnitude of the Fou-
rier transform of the LSF yielded the MTFID.

3. Noise power spectrum „NPS…

The noise transfer properties of the various detector con-
figurations described above were studied by estimating the
noise power spectrum of the energy absorbed within the
scintillator—hereafter, referred to as NPSID. The detector ge-
ometry was identical to that used to obtain the MTFID. In
each case, the detector was irradiated with a 30�30 cm2

photon beam perpendicularly incident on the X-Y plane of
the detector. For each detector configuration, a set of 40 in-
dependent “absorbed energy frames” was obtained, using 90
million photon histories per frame in order to ensure that
statistical errors per voxel were below 10%.

The one-dimensional NPSID for each detector configura-
tion was determined using the synthesized slit technique57 as
follows. The spatial distribution of the absorbed energy re-
corded in the central 500�500 scintillator elements of each
frame was used to form ten independent nonoverlapping
blocks or slits, each forming a matrix of dimensions 250
�100. Thus, each 40 frame set, corresponding to a given
detector configuration, yielded 400 independent slits. The
values in each slit were summed along the narrow �y� dimen-
sion to yield 400 independent, 250-point realizations. �The
summing operation also served to further reduce the statisti-
cal error in the values of each of the 250 points.� A one-

dimensional discrete Fourier transform �DFT� was applied to
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each of the 400 realizations and the 1D NPSID was estimated
from the expectation value of the resulting power spectra
from32

NPSID =
x0y0

NxNy
��DFT� 	

ny=0

Ny−1

�dnx,ny
�2� J2mm2, �5�

where x0 and y0 are the center-to-center spacings �in milli-
meters� of the scintillator elements, Nx and Ny are the num-
ber of elements in the x and y dimensions, respectively, and
dnx,ny

is the energy deposited �in joules� within the �x ,y�-th
element and

�dnx,ny
= dnx,ny

− �dnx,ny
 . �6�

4. Detective quantum efficiency

The one-dimensional, frequency-dependent, intrinsic de-
tector DQE �DQEID� was calculated using

DQEID =
A2MTFID

2

q0NPSID
, �7�

where A equals q0�G �see Eq. �1�� is the average energy
deposited in a scintillator element. The incident photon flu-
ence q0 is calculated by dividing the number of photon his-
tories by the surface area of the detector. The DQEID estab-
lishes an upper limit for the DQE performance of an imaging
system configuration employing a given detector, i.e.,

DQEsys � DQEID. �8�

C. Empirical signal characterization of a prototype
segmented detector

An exploratory prototype segmented detector, shown in
Fig. 2, was fabricated by infusing crystalline CsI�Tl� into a
40�40�2 mm3 tungsten matrix composed of 50 �m thick
septa. The infusion was performed by placing the tungsten
matrix in a crucible and completely covering the matrix with
CsI�Tl� powder. The temperature inside the crucible was
gradually raised from room temperature to above
626 °C—the melting point of CsI�Tl melts at a lower tem-

FIG. 2. Segmented detector prototype consisting of CsI�T1� injected into a
2 mm thick tungsten matrix of 40�40 cells of 1 mm pitch and a septal wall
thickness of 50 �m �equal to that used in the theoretical calculations�.
perature of 440 °C�. The molten CsI�Tl� was allowed to
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completely fill the open cells of the tungsten matrix and the
temperature was gradually lowered over �72 hours, allow-
ing the CsI�Tl� to cool down and crystallize. Finally, the
excess CsI�Tl� encasing the tungsten matrix was carefully
polished away.

The resulting detector consisted of 40�40 elements, with
a pitch of 1 mm. Since the voxel pitch was not an integral
multiple of 508 �m—the pitch of our radiotherapy active
matrix array2 �the tungsten matrix having been originally
fabricated for a different study�, the signal response was
studied by coupling the prototype detector to a high-
resolution �127 �m pitch� indirect detection array, originally
developed for diagnostic imaging applications.58 By over-
sampling the segmented detector in this manner, it was pos-
sible to obtain a signal profile for each voxel. �Owing to the
insufficiently large area of the prototype detector as well as
the lack of pixel matching, it was not possible to make
frequency-dependent measurements such as MTF, NPS, and
DQE.� The detector was coupled to the active matrix array
such that the horizontal and vertical lines of the tungsten grid
were parallel to the gate and data lines of the array. The
measurement conditions were identical to those described in
Section III A 2, with the exception that, in this case, a 1 mm
thick Cu plate was used as a build-up layer. The surface of
the Cu plate in contact with the CsI�Tl� was blackened in
order to avoid the reflection of optical photons from the Cu
plate back into the detector. Such an arrangement helped
minimize optical scatter and consequent blurring of the sig-
nal response. The signal response was recorded as a function
of irradiation time in monitor units �MUs� of the linac. �Ac-
cording to the calibration factor used for linac, 1 MU corre-
sponds to 0.8 cGy deposited in water at a source-to-detector
distance �SDD� equal to 100 cm, with 10 cm overlying wa-
ter, for a field size of 10�10 cm2 at the isocenter �i.e.,
100 cm SDD��. The x-ray sensitivity was determined from
the slope of the signal response characteristic.

IV. RESULTS

A. Radiation damage

Figure 3 shows the effect of radiation-induced damage on
the x-ray sensitivity of the CsI�Tl� and BGO samples. Be-
tween the two scintillator materials, CsI�Tl� exhibits slightly
superior radiation damage tolerance compared to BGO. It
can be seen that there is no significant difference between the
post-radiation sensitivity obtained in a given week and the
preradiation sensitivity obtained the following week, indicat-
ing the absence of short-term room-temperature annealing.
Most importantly, both scintillator materials exhibit a rela-
tively gradual decrease in sensitivity, with less than 15% loss
after �2500 Gy equivalent dose. From the records available
at our institution, this dose corresponds to more than five
years of clinical operation of an imager. Since both CsI�Tl�
and BGO have sufficiently high light output ��61 000 and
�8500 photons/MeV, respectively59�, this result indicates
that a megavoltage x-ray imager incorporating these scintil-
lators is likely to remain x-ray quantum limited over at least

several years of normal clinical operation. Furthermore,
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regular calibration procedures may be used to correct for any
gradual decrease in the light output over time, as well as any
spatial variations in the light output that may occur as a
result of different parts of the detector receiving different
amounts of cumulative dose.

B. Monte Carlo studies

1. Signal properties

Figure 4 shows the average energy absorbed within a
scintillator element for 100 different configurations of seg-
mented detectors. Results are shown as a function of septal
wall thickness for CsI�Tl� and BGO detectors ranging from
5 to 40 mm in height, and incorporating low density �poly-
styrene� or high-density �tungsten� septal walls. A number of
trends can be observed from these calculations. First, the
average energy absorbed within a scintillator element in-
creases with increasing scintillator thickness and diminishes
with increasing wall thickness—the latter effect being more
pronounced for taller detectors. The latter effect occurs even
for configurations incorporating tungsten walls, indicating
that the signal contribution due to the build-up effect of high-
density septa �see Sec. II B 2� is relatively small compared to
that due to energy directly absorbed within the scintillator.
Second, as expected, detector configurations based on the
higher density scintillator BGO exhibit �1.5 to 2.0 times
higher energy deposition per element compared to the corre-
sponding CsI�Tl�-based configurations. Finally, and perhaps
somewhat contrary to expectation, tall detectors �greater than
�30 mm� employing polystyrene septa exhibit significantly

FIG. 3. Effect of radiation-induced damage to the signal-response character-
istics of CsI�T1� and BGO samples in terms of measured x-ray sensitivity at
6 MV as a function of equivalent dose. The sensitivity values have been
normalized with respect to those obtained from “control” samples of
CsI�T1� and BGO, having identical dimensions and obtained from the same
corresponding single-crystal ingot. The open and closed symbols correspond
to measurements taken before and after irradiation, respectively. Therefore,
the first set of data points �0 Gy� shows only open symbols while the last set
�2500 Gy� shows only closed symbols. The anomalous data point corre-
sponding to the third post-radiation measurement on BGO, lying signifi-
cantly outside the general trend, is believed to be the result of a measure-
ment error.
higher energy deposition per element compared to corre-
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sponding configurations that use tungsten septa. This is be-
cause low-density septa are relatively ineffective in prevent-
ing “cross talk” between voxels, i.e., a scintillator element
surrounded by low-density septa receives a significant frac-
tion of the total energy deposited from secondary electrons
and photons generated in adjacent cells—an effect that is
strongly inhibited in configurations employing the higher-
density, tungsten septa.

2. Spatial resolution

Figures 5�a� and 5�b� show the line spread functions
�LSFs� obtained from Monte Carlo simulations, based on the
angled-slit method, for a 40 mm thick, CsI�Tl� segmented
detector, incorporating polystyrene and tungsten septa, re-
spectively. Also shown for comparison is a LSF obtained
using the same method for a 40 mm thick detector with both

FIG. 4. Average energy deposited per scintillator element for a variety o
5 to 40 mm in thickness. The energy deposited per element is plotted as a f
depends on the number of histories used in the Monte Carlo simulation. In or
lines for polystyrene and tungsten septa, respectively.

FIG. 5. Line spread functions obtained from Monte Carlo simulations of
incorporating 50 �m thick septa. The solid lines represent configurations em
corresponds to a LSF calculated for the same 40 mm thick CsI�T1� detector w
Note that, all LSFs have been normalized with respect to their peak values,

and the segmented detectors.
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the scintillator as well as the septa composed of CsI�Tl�—in
effect, making it a homogeneous slab of CsI�Tl�. The LSFs
for the polystyrene and tungsten-based configurations exhibit
sharp dips and peaks, respectively, at regular intervals.

The appearance of these peculiar features in the LSF can
be explained as follows. The angled slit method approxi-
mates the process of scanning a slit beam across a detector
and recording the signal at the central detector element, for
each position of the slit beam, in order to generate the LSF.56

At positions where the slit beam is completely incident on
the septal walls, the signal recorded �i.e., the energy depos-
ited� in the scintillator elements is purely due to secondary
x-ray photons and electrons arising from x-ray interactions
within the walls. Thus, in the case of the polystyrene-based
detector, the signal drops because relatively fewer x rays
interact within the septa. The reverse effect occurs in the

CsI�T1� and �b� BGO segmented detector configurations ranging from
n of increasing septal thickness. Note that the absolute value of the energy
better illustrate trends, the data points are connected using dashed and solid

ngled-slit method for a 40 mm thick, CsI�T1�-based segmented detector
ing �a� polystyrene and �b� tungsten septa. The dashed line in both figures
septa” composed of CsI�T1�, thus making the detector a homogeneous slab.
der to better illustrate comparisons between the homogeneous CsI�T1� slab
f �a�
unctio
der to
the a
ploy
ith “

in or
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tungsten-based configurations, giving rise to signal enhance-
ments that are reflected as peaks in the LSF. In comparison,
when the septa are replaced by CsI�Tl�, the probability of
x-ray interactions and energy deposition due to secondary
radiation is the same for all positions of the incident beam.
Therefore, the LSF shows a smooth curve, as would be ex-
pected for a homogeneous medium.

It should be noted that the LSF results shown in Fig. 5
differ considerably in shape from those for another seg-
mented detector design described by Pang and Rowlands.14

These differences in shape can probably be attributed to the
fact that in the calculation shown in Pang and Rowlands, the
LSF is proportional to the electron fluence. In contrast, the
Monte Carlo-based approach adopted in this paper is solely
based on the energy deposited within each detector element,
which, in the context of the present work, is more represen-
tative of the physical processes involved in image formation.

Figure 6�a� shows MTFID curves for 10 and 40 mm tall
CsI�Tl� and BGO segmented detectors incorporating 50 �m
thick, polystyrene or tungsten septa. As expected �see Sec.
II C 1�, the 10 mm tall detectors exhibit superior MTF com-
pared to corresponding 40 mm tall configurations. Detectors
incorporating tungsten septa exhibit significantly higher
MTF than corresponding configurations using polystyrene
septa—likely due to the higher degree of cross talk in the
latter, as discussed above. In addition, for detectors employ-
ing polystyrene, the MTF for configurations based on the
higher density scintillator BGO is significantly superior to
that of corresponding CsI�Tl� configurations. With the incor-
poration of tungsten septa, the MTFID is dominated by the
septal walls and, for the taller detectors, becomes practically
independent of the density of the scintillator material. This
point is further illustrated in Fig. 6�b�, which shows MTFID

for 40 mm tall CsI�Tl� and BGO detectors incorporating pro-
gressively thicker tungsten septa. For both scintillators,

FIG. 6. �a� Monte Carlo-based theoretical calculations of MTFID for segment
elements and 50 �m thick, low-density �polystyrene� or high-density �tung
detectors incorporating 50, 100, and 150 �m thick tungsten septal walls.
MTFID is observed to improve with increasing wall thick-
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ness. While some of this improvement can be attributed to
the reduced scintillator fill factor �and consequently, higher
aperture MTF�, a significantly larger fraction of the improve-
ment is due to a reduction in cross talk between adjacent
scintillator elements. Moreover, the calculations strongly
suggest that, for high-density septa, the spread of the ab-
sorbed energy is dominated by the septal walls, with both
BGO and CsI�Tl�-based configurations exhibiting compa-
rable MTFID.

3. Noise properties „NPSID…

Figures 7�a� and 7�b� show the noise power spectra
�NPSID� of the absorbed energy for the various segmented
detector configurations shown in Fig 6. Both CsI�Tl� and
BGO detectors using polystyrene septa exhibit a drop in the
NPS at higher frequencies, indicating significant noise corre-
lations over short distances. Such noise correlations occur
due to the relatively lower spatial resolution of these detec-
tors compared to those using tungsten septa �Fig. 6�a��,
which exhibit a relatively flatter spectral response. As ex-
pected from the signal �Fig. 4� and the MTF results �Fig.
6�b��, in the case of detectors with thicker tungsten walls, the
noise power spectra decrease in magnitude and flatten out
with increasing wall thickness �Fig. 7�b��.

4. Intrinsic detector DQE „DQEID…

Figure 8�a� shows DQEID for various detector configura-
tions incorporating 50 �m thick septal walls, calculated from
the Monte Carlo results shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In general,
the DQEID improves with increasing detector thickness, de-
tector density, and septal wall density. The following results
are particularly noteworthy. First, the 10 mm thick BGO de-
tector incorporating tungsten septa exhibits DQEID compa-
rable and, at higher spatial frequencies even superior, to that

tectors incorporating CsI�T1� and BGO scintillators with 10 and 40 mm tall
septal walls. �b� MTFID calculations for 40 mm thick CsI�T1� and BGO
ed de
sten�
of a 40 mm thick CsI�Tl� detector incorporating polystyrene
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septa. Second, with the incorporation of tungsten septa, the
40 mm thick CsI�Tl� detector exhibits DQEID approaching
that of the 40 mm thick BGO+polystyrene configuration.

Interestingly, although the 40 mm thick detectors show
higher absorbed energy per voxel when incorporating poly-
styrene as opposed to tungsten septal walls �Fig. 4�, the
tungsten-based configurations exhibit significantly superior
DQEID across the entire frequency range. This indicates that
the signal “enhancement” achieved by using low-density
septal walls comes at the cost of significantly increased
noise—a fact that can also be observed from the NPSID re-
sults shown in Fig. 7�a�. The decreased noise in the case of
tungsten-based configurations may be due to relatively
higher absorption of low-energy x-ray photons and electrons
within the tungsten septa. Consequently, the absorbed energy
distribution �AED� �Ref. 60� within the scintillator elements
will be narrower for tungsten-based detector configurations
compared to the corresponding polystyrene-based detectors.
A narrower AED results in lower Swank noise of the energy
absorption process,61 which is an important determinant of
the DQE—since the zero-frequency DQE is given by the
product of the x-ray quantum efficiency and the Swank
factor.62

From the above results, it appears that high-density septal
walls are highly desirable for segmented crystalline detec-
tors. However, further increases in the thickness of high-
density septa do not necessarily improve the DQE. This is
illustrated in Figs. 8�b� and 8�c� which show DQEID for
40 mm thick BGO and CsI�Tl� detectors, respectively, incor-
porating 50 to 150 �m thick tungsten septa. For both scin-
tillators, the low-frequency DQEID decreases with increasing
wall thickness—an effect likely due to the smaller signal
generated as a result of the reduced scintillator fill factor
�Fig. 4�. At higher frequencies, the DQEID for BGO detectors
is observed to decrease slightly with increasing wall thick-

FIG. 7. Noise power characteristics of the absorbed energy corresponding to
Note that the symbols used in �a� and �b� in the present figure are consisten
ness, while in the case of the lower density CsI�Tl� detectors,
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there is a slight enhancement of the high-frequency DQEID

for detectors incorporating thicker walls due to improve-
ments in their respective MTFs �Fig. 6�b��.

C. X-ray sensitivity

Figure 9�a� shows a profile of the x-ray sensitivity ob-
tained from a central region of the prototype detector
coupled to a 100�100 pixel region of the 127 �m pitch
active matrix array. For comparison, a sensitivity profile
from the same array pixels obtained using a Lanex Fast-B
screen, obtained under identical measurement conditions, is
shown in Fig. 9�b�. As a result of over-sampling the CsI�Tl�
detector voxels �1 mm pitch�, the response of individual vox-
els can be observed, with the center of each voxel exhibiting
a peak response that gradually falls off toward the septa. All
voxels exhibit similar signal response, indicating good
voxel-to-voxel uniformity. In addition, the individual peaks
are well-delineated, indicating good optical isolation be-
tween adjacent voxels and good optical coupling between the
detector and the active matrix array. Finally, contrary to ex-
pectations, the prototype detector shows lower x-ray sensi-
tivity than Lanex Fast-B. Monte Carlo-based theoretical cal-
culations indicate that a 2 mm thick CsI�Tl� scintillator �with
1 mm Cu buildup� exhibits a QE of �7% for a 6 MV spec-
trum, compared to �2% for a Lanex Fast-B+1 mm Cu com-
bination. Since both CsI�Tl� and Gd2O2S:Tb exhibit compa-
rable light output per unit absorbed energy,62 the x-ray
sensitivity of CsI�Tl� should be higher than that exhibited by
Lanex Fast-B. It is likely that the relatively poorer x-ray
sensitivity of this early prototype is due to the presence of
the optically absorptive layer on the Cu plate �see Sec. III C�,
as well as due to lower light output of the scintillator, which
is likely caused by the introduction of impurities during the

arious segmented detector configurations of �a� Fig. 6�a� and �b� Fig. 6�b�.
h those used in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�, respectively.
the v
t wit
process of CsI�Tl� injection into the tungsten matrix.
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FIG. 8. �a� DQE upper limits corresponding to the seg-
mented detector configurations of Fig. 6�a�. Also shown
are DQE upper limits for �b� BGO and �c� CsI�T1� seg-
mented detectors incorporating increasingly thicker
tungsten walls.
Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 10, October 2005
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However, it is important to note that lower light output is
not necessarily a disadvantage in most megavoltage imagers.
In fact, commercially available AMFPI EPIDs using phos-
phor screens similar to Lanex Fast-B employ an optically
absorbent filter to attenuate a significant fraction of the emit-
ted light, in order to avoid saturation of the photodiodes of
the active matrix array pixels.63 Thus while a sufficient
amount of optical gain is necessary in order to ensure x-ray
quantum limited operation, further improvement in DQE can
occur mainly through increases in the x-ray quantum effi-
ciency.

V. DISCUSSION

The last few years have witnessed a rapid increase in the
adoption of image-guided techniques in virtually every as-
pect of radiotherapy64 including numerous approaches that
have been undertaken with the goal of obtaining images with
soft-tissue contrast in the treatment room itself.23,64–73 Of
particular note, is the development of systems comprising a
diagnostic �i.e., kV� x-ray source+AMFPI mounted on the
gantry, orthogonal to the treatment beam direction.23,69,70

These systems, capable of yielding high-contrast, diagnostic
quality projection and tomographic images, have recently
been made commercially available—which is a strong indi-
cator of the desire within the radiotherapy community to be
able to clearly delineate the tumor volume immediately prior
to, and perhaps even during, dose delivery.

Notwithstanding the promising results shown by such sys-
tems, there exist strong incentives for the development of
high-DQE megavoltage imagers capable of resolving soft-
tissue contrast at very low doses. For example, projection
and tomographic images obtained from the treatment beam
itself would eliminate potential geometric uncertainties that
could occur with an orthogonally mounted kV system. Also
eliminated would be the expense and effort associated with
the purchase, maintenance, and quality assurance of such ad-
ditional equipment. Moreover, MVCT images could poten-

FIG. 9. �a� X-ray sensitivity profile from a central region of the prototype C
indirect detection active matrix array. �b� Sensitivity profile obtained from t
identical measurement conditions.
tially yield more accurate information for radiotherapy dose
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calculations and inhomogeneity corrections.74–76 Finally,
megavoltage CT images are largely insensitive to metal ob-
jects present in the volume imaged �such as dental fillings,
hip prostheses, etc.�—as opposed to kV CT images, which
exhibit significant streak artifacts under such conditions.24

Although soft-tissue contrast in megavoltage tomographic
images has been demonstrated using conventional AMFPI
systems incorporating phosphor screen-based detectors, the
low x-ray quantum efficiency and, consequently, low DQE of
these devices largely precludes their use for MVCT at clini-
cally practical doses.23 From the empirical and theoretical
results presented in this work, it can be seen that AMFPIs
based on thick, segmented, crystalline detectors show strong
potential for overcoming this constraint.

Obviously, the practical development and incorporation of
such detectors into clinical megavoltage imagers requires
many issues to be addressed. For example, it is expected that
light photons generated on the x-ray side of the detector are
likely to undergo significantly more reflection and absorption
events before reaching the pixel photodiode, compared to
those generated nearer to the active matrix array. This effect
becomes more pronounced as the thickness and/or the aspect
ratio of the elements increases, and gives rise to a depth-
dependent optical gain �and consequently, increased Swank
noise� which can significantly degrade the DQE.27 In order to
minimize such depth-dependent optical gain, it is critical to
maintain high reflectivity of the septal walls and choose a
scintillator that exhibits high light transmission. In this re-
gard, the two scintillators examined in the present study have
been shown to exhibit such high optical transmission, both in
bulk form43,47,51,52 and in the segmented crystal form.77 In
particular, segmented crystals of BGO exhibit more than
80% transmission over an optical path length of 40 mm.77

Although CsI�Tl� exhibits slightly lower transmission �be-
tween 50% and 80% over a 40 mm path length, depending
upon the manufacturer�,43,51,52 it is likely that, with the high

59

� segmented detector overlying a 100�100 pixel region of a 127 �m pitch
me 100�100 pixel with the array coupled to a Lanex Fast-B screen under
sI�T1
he sa
light output of this scintillator ��61 000 photons/MeV�,
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the noise contribution due to self-absorption of light will be
small compared to that due to the variance in the absorbed
energy

As detector thickness increases beyond �10 mm, it be-
comes necessary to “focus” the elements toward the x-ray
source �see Fig. 1� in order to avoid loss of spatial resolution
in detector regions away from the central axis. It is estimated
that these effects may cause up to 15% reduction in MTF at
the periphery of large fields �e.g., 40�40 cm2 at isocenter�
for the thickest detectors examined in this study. Current
segmented detector fabrication techniques, such as the one
described in this work �Sec. III C� or those that involve dic-
ing single-crystal blocks and infusing septal material within
the gaps,18,28 will have to be suitably modified in order to
create focused detectors. As these fabrication challenges are
expected to be nontrivial, it is possible that some tradeoff
may be required between spatial resolution at field edges and
x-ray quantum efficiency.

In summary, the considerations described above, along
with the theoretical results, appear to strongly favor the use

of high-density scintillator and septal wall materials. More-
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over, our results suggest that a thinner high-density scintilla-
tor can be used to achieve the same quantum efficiency �and
conceivably, superior DQE�, compared to a thicker, lower-
density scintillator, thus mitigating various adverse effects
that occur with increasing scintillator thickness. In this re-
gard, scintillators such as CdWO4 and ZnWO4 �densities 7.9
and 7.62 g/cm3, respectively� and recently developed very
high-density �9.4 g/cm3� ceramic scintillators78,79 appear to
be attractive candidates.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work represents an initial, systematic, theoretical,
and empirical investigation of segmented crystalline
scintillator-based detectors for megavoltage x-ray imaging.
The results of this study indicate that such detectors show
good potential for improving the DQE of megavoltage AM-
FPIs by over an order of magnitude. While the practical re-
alization of such devices requires the careful consideration
and optimization of many parameters, as well as the devel-

FIG. 10. A one-dimensional schematic illustration of
the various steps involved in the derivation of the LSF
and presampling MTF for a segmented detector. The
left and right columns correspond to the spatial and the
spatial-frequency domains, respectively.
opment of novel fabrication techniques, it is strongly antici-
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pated that the segmented detector approach can provide a
viable pathway toward the realization of very high-
performance megavoltage x-ray imagers, capable of provid-
ing soft-tissue contrast at clinically acceptable doses in
megavoltage tomographic and, perhaps, even projection im-
aging.
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APPENDIX

A segmented detector is a shift-variant system. While in a
strict sense this fails the shift-invariant prerequisite for use of
Fourier-based metrics such as MTF, NPS, and DQE, it is
shown here that Fourier methods can still be used with some
qualifications. In particular, we consider a segmented detec-
tor coupled to an underlying, element-matched, indirect
detection-based active matrix photodiode array and show
that concepts of presampling MTF and aliasing apply as they
do for uniform-scintillator-based imagers such as conven-
tional AMFPIs, CCD camera-based systems, etc.

In such a configuration, the elements of the segmented
detector are registered to the photodiode elements and there-
fore, light emitted from a detector element is incident only
on the underlying photodiode element. The photodiode array
elements are assumed to have unity optical fill factor and be
perfectly optically coupled to the segmented detector �i.e., all
of the optical photons exiting a detector element are incident
on the underlying array element�.

Let �x0 ,y0� be the center-to-center spacing of the detector
elements �and also that of the array elements�. The signal
obtained from each array element is proportional to the total
number of optical photons absorbed within that element

dn,m = k�qn,m, �A1�

where dn,m is the output signal from the �n ,m�th array ele-
ment, qn,m is the total number of optical photons incident on
the array element �equal to the number of optical photons
exiting the overlying segmented detector element�, � is the
light collection efficiency of the photodiode ��0.65 for typi-
cal active matrix photodiode arrays�, and k is a constant of
proportionality. The distribution of optical quanta emitted by
the scintillator will not be uniform due, in part, to the

segmented-detector structure, and therefore qn,m represents
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an integral of the spatial distribution of optical quanta emit-
ted across the �n ,m�th element

qn,m = �
x�=nx0−x0/2

nx0+x0/2 �
y�=my0−y0/2

my0+y0/2

qopt�x�,y��dx�dy� �A2�

where qopt�x� ,y�� is the distribution of optical quanta as a
function of position �x� ,y�� on the segmented detector in
units of mm−2. �The double-prime notation is chosen for later
convenience.�

Optical quanta emitted at �x� ,y�� result from x-ray inter-
actions that take place near that point �x-ray scatter and elec-
tron transport will result in a redistribution where energy is
absorbed and thereby, optical quanta produced�. Thus, if
qX�x� ,y�� describes the spatial distribution of x-ray quanta
�mm−2� with energy h� incident on the detector at �x� ,y��
and p�x� ,y� ,x� ,y�� describes the probability density that
x-ray energy incident at �x� ,y�� is ultimately absorbed at
�x� ,y��, the spatial distribution of optical quanta exiting the
segmented detector can be written as

qopt�x�,y�� =
h�

Weff
�

−�

� �
−�

�

qX�x�,y��p�x�,y�,x�,y��dx�dy�,

�A3�

where h� is the energy of the incident x-ray photon and Weff

is the “effective” work function of the segmented detector
and represents the average amount of energy absorbed per
exiting light photon. �Thus, Weff is different from the single-
crystal work function W, which is defined as the average
energy required to generate an optical photon.� For any
specified value of �x� ,y��, p�x� ,y� ,x� ,y�� has units of mm−2,
is normalized to unity area, and is dependent on the geom-
etry of the segmented detector. The signal from the �n ,m�
-th photodiode array element, dn,m, is therefore given by

dn,m = k�
h�

Weff
�

x�=nx0−x0/2

nx0+x0/2 �
y�=my0−y0/2

my0+y0/2 �
x�=−�

� �
y�=−�

�

�qX�x�,y��p�x�,y�,x�,y��dx�dx�dy�dy�, �A4�

which can be rewritten as

dn,m = k�
h�

Weff
�

x�=−�

� �
y�=−�

�

qX�x�,y���
x�=nx0−x0/2

nx0+x0/2

��
y�=my0−y0/2

my0+y0/2

p�x�,y�,x�,y��dx�dy�dx�dy�. �A5�

The nested integral over �x� ,y�� represents the spatial inte-
gration of optical quanta by the �n ,m�-th array element and
gives the relative response of that element to x rays at
�x� ,y��, which is simply the response function �sensitivity
profile� of that element to a small x-ray beam being scanned
across the entire detector. Since all detector elements are
identical and are exactly registered with photodiode array
elements, this profile is a function of distance between
�x� ,y�� and the element centers only and is the same for each

element. We choose to express it as pa�nx0−x� ,my0−y��, the
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aperture response function for the element centered at
�nx0 ,my0�

pa�nx0 − x�,my0 − y�� = �
x�=nx0−x0/2

nx0+x0/2 �
y�=my0−y0/2

my0+y0/2

�p�x�,y�,x�,y��dx�dy�. �A6�

Substitution into Eq. �A5� gives the output from the �n ,m�
-th, element as

dn,m = k�
h�

Weff
�

x�=−�

� �
y�=−�

�

�qX�x�,y��pa�nx0 − x�,my0 − y��dx�dy�, �A7�

which has physical meaning for integer values of n and m
only. It is convenient to express dn,m as

dn,m = �d�x,y��x,y=nx0,my0
, �A8�

where

d�x,y� = k�
h�

Weff
�

x�=−�

� �
y�=−�

�

�qX�x�,y��pa�x − x�,y − y��dx�dy�. �A9�

The double integral is recognized as being a two-
dimensional convolution of qX�x ,y� with pa�x ,y�, and hence

d�x,y� = �k�
h�

Weff
� qX�x,y�**pa�x,y��

x,y=nx0,my0

, �A10�

where ** represents a 2D convolution operator and d�x ,y� is
called the detector presampling signal. It is a function that,
when evaluated at �x ,y�, gives the output signal for an ele-
ment centered at that position. It therefore has physical
meaning only for �x ,y�= �nx0 ,my0�, corresponding to the
physical elements of the detector. At other locations, it gives
the signal that an element would have if centered at that
position.

All steps in the above derivation can be represented in
terms of a cascade of linear processes as illustrated in Fig. 10
in both the spatial �left column� and spatial-frequency �right
column� domains. This formalism is useful as it illustrates
two things. First, it shows that, similar to a digital detector
based on a homogeneous scintillator, the output signal can be
expressed in terms of a presampling signal in the spatial
domain and therefore a presampling MTF and sampling fre-
quency in the Fourier domain. It is important to note that,
this only occurs because scintillator elements are registered
to the photodiode array elements and the point spread func-
tion therefore can be written as a function of distance from
the element centers only. Second, the presampling MTF of
the detector is easily recognized as being �Ta�u��, the modu-
lus of the Fourier transform of the line-spread function

LSFa�x�
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LSFa�x� = �
y=−�

�

pa�x,y�dy . �A11�

As explained in Sec. III B 2, we evaluate the LSF through a
Monte Carlo calculation that simulates the angled slit tech-
nique �Ref. 56�.
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